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Since Neolithic times, Italy has always prized amber for its magical and medicinal 

properties. While the most abundant amber deposits are found in the Baltic and date 

to about 130 million years ago, far older deposits have been found in the Dolomites of 

northeastern Italy — where arthropods have been identified among the inclusions in 

the 230-million-year-old amber — the oldest-known organisms of their kind. 

While the earliest use of amber in Italy can be documented only by archeologic 

discoveries in tombs, sanctuaries and settlements, we do know that from the 10th 

century B.C. a major center for amber work was established along the Adriatic in 

Frattesina which was a convenient stopping point for merchants bringing the material 

from the Baltic into Italy traveling along the Amber Route. 

The Romans provide a richly detailed record of the ancient ideas regarding this prized 

gem. Both Tacitus and Pliny the Elder observed that amber often contained insects 

and believed it was a juice or “marrow discharged by trees belonging to the pine 

genus” and from that, renamed it “succinum” or sap. But not all amber is created 

equal. The secret is in the types of trees which produced it. Certain ambers are green, 

blue, red or brown and the chemical composition of the amber varies greatly. Sicily 

has its own particular amber called Simetite which is dated to about 60 million years 

ago. 

In ancient Rome, historians tell us that Baltic amber was used in many ways: as a 

medicine, a protection against disease, an amulet, jewelry and funerary offerings. The 

writers, who were also critical of the charlatans who ascribed fantastic powers to 

amber, warned that many of the myths surrounding amber were not to be believed. 
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